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VPC Newsletter
The Aims of the VPC are: •

To promote a practical understanding of policing
amongst all young people.

•

To encourage the spirit of adventure and good
citizenship.

•

To support local policing priorities through
volunteering and give young people a chance to be
heard.

•

To inspire young people to participate positively in
their communities.

We know how frustrating the
current situation is for Cadets and
Leaders. We want nothing more
than to see you all back together,
engaging in face to face sessions and
back out in the community creating
and completing social action
projects that you do so well.

Force Coordinators and Leaders are
going the extra mile to carry on the
engagement remotely. There are
some great examples in this
newsletter of Cadets and Leaders
making a difference remotely in the
current situation and all should be
applauded for doing so.

The main focus, currently, is to
ensure that everyone stays safe.

Rest assured that we will see Cadet
units back together again, until that

time we will continue to support
Forces’, Coordinators, Leaders and
Cadets ensure that the aims of the
VPC are met.

Force Coordinators and Leaders

FIND US ON…
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A personal message and reflection
Neil Basu, Assistant Commissioner at Scotland Yard, sent this
internal note to his fellow Metropolitan police officers, as a result
of the tragic death of George Floyd in the United States.
His message resonates across all policing and he has given his
permission for it to be shared across the VPC family.

This message doesn’t come from the head of counter-terrorism policing, an assistant
commissioner of the Met police, nor a representative of the National Police Chiefs’ Council.
It’s a personal message from me to policing colleagues across the UK. I have worn the
badge proudly for 28 years. I also happen to be of mixed Indian and white British heritage,
which means that I am the most senior BAME officer in the UK.
I joined the Met in 1992, just after a BBC documentary called Black and Blue. It was
powerful, depressing stuff, following the aspirations of young black and Asian police
recruits – or more importantly, how those aspirations were shattered. Friends and family
thought I was insane, and I wouldn’t last 28 minutes, let alone 28 years. But here I still am,
and I would do it all again.
In 1993, as I took my first independent patrol, I had my doubts about the organisation I
had just joined. Doubts that it would become the professional, open and caring institution
it is today. And just a few days later, a young black man called Stephen Lawrence was
brutally murdered in a racist attack in Eltham [in south-east London]. It was senseless and
devastating for the family. Their grief was compounded many times over by our poor
response.
Then came the Lawrence inquiry by Sir William Macpherson. Few inquiries have received
such attention or have been so transformational – exposing inequalities so familiar to
BAME communities, and particularly the black British community. It was particularly hard
to be a BAME officer at that time, and less than 2% of us were. For the failings of an
organisation I love to be exposed so explicitly and publicly was painful
The damning findings and recommendations of that inquiry are etched into the fabric of
UK policing’s history – but the positive outcomes, hard won, are real. Our progress since
has not been smooth, either, with missteps or setbacks along the way. Each setback is
heart-breaking and despite how far we have come we must confront the fact that with
many of our communities – especially the black community we still have a long way to go.
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The death of George Floyd horrified us all, and rightly so. All the good cops I know –
regardless of heritage – were also horrified, but for many of my BAME colleagues I suspect
this has been a particularly shattering week. At least, that’s how I feel. The way George
died represented the worst of policing and will forever be a totemic image of racial
injustice in America. His last words … “I can’t breathe …” have become an anthem, and I
desperately hope this is their moment for change, as Stephen’s senseless murder and the
inquiry by Macpherson were for UK policing.
It is not my place to criticise our colleagues in the US, still less to characterise the many
with the actions of the few or ascribe collective guilt. It is important, however, to highlight
the differences between the UK and US – differences of structure, law, government and,
most importantly, culture. We are not the same, because unlike America we
overwhelmingly police by consent, and not by force.
And so, we cannot directly compare policing in the UK to that of our counterparts in the
US. But what we are seeing in America, and here in the UK, too, is anger directed not just at
police brutality but the racial bias built into the very fabric of our institutions and society –
perhaps best illustrated in the UK by the huge disparity in young black men in the criminal
justice system. Meanwhile, recent reports describe how BAME communities are not only
more likely to die as a result of Covid-19, they have also been disproportionately affected
by the way we have policed lockdown rules. This disparity is seen in education, in health,
in the workplace – it’s everywhere – and it’s a daily lived experience for many.
So, let us view the legitimate anger, manifesting itself now in different ways, with nuance
and care. Yes, some people behave badly; yes, a tiny minority are no more than criminal
opportunists, but the overwhelming majority are showing solidarity with George and
what his death represents. They have a point. We need to listen to our communities, and
our people, and focus on what we in the UK can do better.
I want to say a profound thank you to those officers policing these protests in the UK, and
for the restraint, dignity and empathy many showed under real pressure. You walked the
thin blue line with grace, and I salute you. UK policing is built upon the values of courage,
integrity, professionalism and compassion. But these words only carry meaning if we act
on them. Professionalism, born out of experience, skill and training, prevents us from
applying pressure in a dangerous way when restraining suspects and people in mental
health crisis.
Integrity and courage means to speak up and act when we know we should intervene,
with our peers, and even with our bosses. Indeed, it is precisely because one of our BAME
officers had the courage to stand up and tell their bosses how they felt, that I felt inspired
to write this. Above all, we must retain the key value so grimly absent as George Floyd
died. Compassion.
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So, in the days to come, if you’re working alongside a BAME colleague please take the time
to check how they are. And if you are one of my BAME colleagues please know that
whether you feel OK and able to get on with life, or you feel like you have been deeply
affected – your feelings are valid. If you feel like you need help or support, please do not be
afraid to ask for it.
If we want to honour George’s memory and leave policing in a better state than we found
it, let’s hold our values close to our hearts, act them out, and be a force for true change.
Taking a knee was and is a powerful symbol of challenge and hope, and I was moved to see
some of our officers do so. But personally, I see this as a time to stand up – stand up to
racists, to inequality and injustice.
We can be better than this, and we must be better than this. There can be no better sight
than watching people of many different faiths, nationalities and colour, standing together
in peace against injustice. At the height of probably the greatest fear some of our
communities have ever known, this is a time to stand together.
Take care of yourselves, and one another.
Neil

The Volunteer Police Cadets are committed to bringing together young people, we believe
that every young person deserves the opportunity to thrive regardless of his or her
background
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Get your running shoes on for a worthy cause!
Care of Police Survivors (COPS) is a charity that supports the families of
police officers and staff who have lost their lives on duty. This event in a
small way that YOU can help support this worthy charity by getting your
running shoes on, get some fresh air and exercise whilst raising some money for COPS UK. Go
to www.VirtualRunnerUK.com and scroll to September. Enter the race complete your 5Km
run and get a great medal.

Mental Health Awareness
During this year’s Mental Health Awareness
week (18-24 May) Cadets once again showed
their ingenuity and creativity in spreading the
awareness message.
In Lincolnshire the Grantham VPC Unit were
remotely asked to focus on kindness in the
run up to this Mental Health Awareness
week in supporting others, helping
maintain good mental health and to
promote well-being during the Lockdown
period. Cadets Hempsall and Bailey wrote
these letters to their VPC Leader
highlighting they had done.
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Warwickshire Cadets have been busy!
Warwickshire Police Cadets have been busy during lock down, creating a video for Mental Health
Awareness week – it they didn’t stop there! - They also created videos for Deaf Awareness Week
and to show appreciation for Keyworkers. All three videos can be viewed by clicking on the pictures
below.

National Volunteers Week 2020
All volunteers in policing were celebrated during the recent
National Volunteers Week at the start of June.
The National Police Chiefs Council released a video to
celebrate volunteers in Policing and that includes MiniPolice and Cadets. You can view the video by clicking here
The National VPC team would like to say ‘Thank you’ to all our Mini-Police, Cadets, your
volunteering leads to better communities.
To our VPC Leaders who give up their time to run cadet units, you are the cornerstone in
ensuring that VPC schemes can operate and be successful. Without you VPC schemes simply
couldn’t exist.
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Cisco WebEx for Cadet Leaders
The National VPC obtained the use of the Cisco WebEx to aid Forces in their continued remote
engagement with Cadets. During the current period of restrictions as a result of COVID19
engagement with cadets is vitally important not only to keep them involved but also for their
own wellbeing.
Percy Giles - Volunteer Police Cadet Development Officer for Devon & Cornwall Police tell us
his experience of using WebEx as an engagement tool –
The Covid 19 Pandemic has significantly changed the way I work. All physical Cadet sessions
are suspended, and all new Cadet Leader recruitment halted. I was beginning to run out of
work.
The National VPC Team suggested that I trialed the Cisco WebEx Video Platform in Devon &
Cornwall. I was grateful that the team was able to grant me an Admin role meaning that I too
can create other Users. Encouraging Cadet Leaders to be Users and set up virtual Cadet
meetings was relatively easy and the take up good. The bonus for me as a Development Officer
is that I can attend local Cadet meetings (virtually) every week even managing two in one
evening!
It seemed a great opportunity to bring Devon & Cornwall’s 12 Cadet Units together. With the
help of Volunteer Cadet Leaders, we organised and now run a weekly Police Cadet Level 1
Course on Monday evenings with all our
Cadets and Leaders invited. I was worried
that the Video Conference platform would
not cope, but it did, and over 100
participants joined us on the first week!
Safeguarding standards are met by posting
the Cisco WebEx meeting invitation on an
Event in the Marshall Volunteer Portal.
Also, whilst the virtual meeting is running
all private chat rooms are turned off.
Thank you to the National VPC team for all
your support and keeping me busy during
this time

Percy Giles
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National VPC- Nick Healey VPC Hub Manager -

“We would like to thank Dan Worman from Cisco Net for access to WebEx at a National level.
It is so important that Forces are able to safely and securely virtually connect with cadets in
these extremely unprecedented times, it also great to see the WebEx
system being used in this way and to maximum potential”

National Webinar is a success!
At the end of May over 150 Cadets and Leaders
took part in the first National VPC webinar
hosted on Cisco
WebEx. Cadets and Leaders logged in to hear
from Resilience coach - Josh Conolly.
Josh spent over 90mins talking about his life
experiences and giving tips and advice on how to deal with issues highlighted by cadets - the
engagement from all was fantastic and we are
looking to host more online events with Josh for
Cadets and Leaders in the very near future!
Details will be communicated to Forces when we
have dates confirmed.

Lockdown is not keeping these Cadets and
Leaders down!
Cadet Sophie Reay has been a Police Cadet with the Lichfield VPC
Unit since September 2017 and is one of their original Cadets from
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the unit. Since the beginning she has been an active member of the unit, earning the respect
of other Cadets.
She was promoted to section leader within the unit and has; for the last
year been one of The High Sheriff of Staffordshire's Cadets.
Sophia is a member of a local church and regularly organises activities for
children of all ages who attend. These are usually based on bible
teachings and organised in such a way to encourage participation, fun
and learning. These are always well received, and the local police
chaplain is aware of Sophia's work in the church.
Throughout the COVID-19 situation Sophia has been an active member of a sewing group who
have made over 300 scrubs bags for local NHS workers to store their used scrubs at the end of
their shifts.
Sophia is now making face masks as part of this group which are being donated to a local
hospice as they do not have adequate supplies for their needs at present.
VPC Leader Stuart Goodfellow has been a Special Constable for over 10 years supporting the
local community.
Having previously worked within the police contact centre he has recently retrained and is
now a student paramedic with West Midlands Ambulance Service working on the front line of
the COVID-19 response.
Stuart is a family man with a partner and two young
daughters but despite this juggles his day job along
with his continuing duties as a Special Constable.
As if this weren't enough Stuart has been a leader
with the Police Cadets since 2017 where he
regularly teaches, supports and mentors young
people from the local community to reach their
potential.
(Pic: Marc & Stuart pictured with Lichfield VPC Unit Commander Jamie Gotheridge)

Stuart is very well respected in all his roles within the community; often having to sacrifice
time with his family to fulfil them. He is continuing in all these roles through the current
pandemic.
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VPC Leader Marc Dodds is a married father of 3 who; along with his wife (a nurse); commits a
great deal of time to his local community.
Firstly, Marc is an operations manager for West Midlands Ambulance Service where; as well as
attending and commanding incidents; he is responsible for the management and welfare of
front-line Ambulance staff.
These are clearly challenging times which has increased stress and anxiety amongst staff. Marc
is the first port of call for dealing with these issues.
Aside from this Marc has been a Special Constable for over 4 years and dedicates at least 16
hours per month to serving his local community in these duties.
The police cadet unit was established in Lichfield in 2017 and Marc was keen to become a
leader at the unit. He is a well-liked and respected leader who uses his array of knowledge to
teach Cadets and often gives them pastoral support.
He regularly attends community events with cadets and has inspired his eldest son to become
a police Cadet with his youngest son also about to join.
Marc is continuing to juggle all these roles with his family life throughout the current COVID-19
response and does so without hesitation.
And from the Burton VPC Unit –
VPC Leader Helen Elkin is a key worker and in her role for Staffordshire
Police so working everyday with longer hours being provided to ensure
workload is completed every day. On top of that she has been supporting
local friends and families in our community shopping for them and
helping in times of need. Also has with me dealt with a medical
emergency for a lady that fell in her back garden who needed hospital
attention due the injury sustained.
VPC Rachel Leedham is a key worker in her role providing vet services to the local community
and is also working longer hours to ensure animals are supported during lockdown.
VPC Lacklan Mulwinney is a key worker and on top of this volunteers as a Special Constable for
Staffordshire Police outside of his working day
VPC Leader Oliver Bentley through his work with Burton Albion has been making and
delivering food packages to local vulnerable community members. He has also been working
with the testing station at Pirelli and supporting the Cadets.
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Cadets Georgia Leedham and Alex Liddle have been helping at the local supermarkets to
ensure food is kept on the shelves and that social distancing is maintained while people are in
the shops.
Cadet Megan Richards has been supporting the local special needs school (Fountains) and the
children that attend daily.

There are numerous examples of Cadet & Leaders continuing to contribute to their
communities during the current pandemic – tell us about them!
Let the National VPC team know e-mail us at admin@vpc.police,uk

Cadets Scoop National Crimebeat Award
for Their Evidence-Based Policing Project
A team of our Cadets has won a National award for a project they
worked on to raise awareness of the dangers posed by drug use
in children and young people.
Cadets Zoe, Dan, Ciara and Charlie undertook research which
highlighted that drug use in young
people had increased and
they wanted to find a way to help them to make more informed
choices about their futures.
In order to do this, they delivered presentations in schools which aimed to help educate young
people on the dangers and sentences for drug use, and the effects of peer pressure and methods
to deal with this.
They delivered their presentation to 359 students and upon evaluating their data found that
their presentation had a positive impact by increasing knowledge around the harmful effects of
drug use, sentences imposed, how to avoid drugs and knowing where to find help.
The team was supposed to travel to London for the ceremony, but due to COVID19 this was
cancelled.
Instead, each of the Cadets will receive a framed National Crimebeat certificate and a medal.
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Crimebeat is the youth crime prevention charity of the High Sheriffs’ Association and each year
an awards ceremony is held to recognise the most innovative and successful crime prevention
projects carried out by young people aged between five and 25 years.
This year, Derbyshire Cadets were entered the youth led category.
Julie Berry, Youth Engagement Officer for Derbyshire Constabulary said: “Having been the one
to put the team forward for this award I’m thrilled to see them win runners up in the youth led
category.
“Using early intervention through education is key in helping to provide young people with the
information they need to help them make the right choices for themselves as individuals and
also to build positive relationships with them so they know who they can turn to if they need
help. The team have done a fantastic job and I’m really proud of everything they have achieved.”
Zoe, Dan, Ciara and Charlie said: "We feel honored that our efforts have made the final as this
project meant a lot to us. We hope now the police cadet group can begin to extend our project
in order to help many more young people, creating more awareness about drugs and the
harmful effects they can have. We look forward to deciding how to most effectively target our
reward once cadets can meet again."
This is a great success for our Cadets and we look forward to seeing how their project progresses
in the future. Well done to everyone involved.

Cadets raised hundreds in aid of west Suffolk charity
Suffolk Constabulary's cadets in conjunction with
West Suffolk College have raised nearly £700 for
a local charity in west Suffolk.
Cadets from the Stowmarket, Bury St Edmunds,
Sudbury, Haverhill and Mildenhall areas, aged 13
to 18 years old, teamed up with the West Suffolk
College Public Services students to raise money
for MyWiSH during the coronavirus lock-down.
MyWiSH is the official charity supporting West Suffolk Hospital and Newmarket Community
Hospital. They seek to support the NHS to further enhance the care and support of patients,
their families and the staff that care for them.
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Around 40 students and cadets ran, walked and cycled over 1300km over a three-week period
from 22 May to 12 June to raise a total of £698 and rising for My WiSH charity, as part of their
daily exercise.
Suffolk police's volunteer police and emergency service cadets are an important part of the
extended police family. Their role is to help progress current policing initiatives in the local
community. They assist with events including the Suffolk Show, town fairs, carnivals and charity
events.
They also support the important work of safer neighbourhood teams and are taught basic
knowledge in a variety of policing activity.
Temporary Chief Inspector Andy Martin, based at Bury St Edmunds, said:
"This has been a fantastic effort from the police and emergency service cadets. It's a great
demonstration of what can be achieved by young people from our local community in these
uncertain times by raising money for the NHS. Such a fund-raising initiative further cements the
great partnership that exists between West Suffolk College students on the Public Services course
and the Constabulary We look forward to continuing this productive and fruitful relationship in
the months ahead.”
West Suffolk College Subject Lead for Public Services Clare Fasey said:
"Staff and students from Public Services at West Suffolk College have over the last three weeks,
walked, run, cycled and even canoed nearly 700 Km. This is an amazing effort for all those who
have been involved, it demonstrates the optimism and resilience these young people have.
It has been a fantastic opportunity to work with Suffolk police cadets and we look build this
relationship in the coming weeks and months. Thank you to everybody who has supported us by
donating to My WiSH Charity JustGiving page.”

Its’ been a busy year for Cadets from the Metropolitan Police
Well done to Met Police Cadet teams across London for outstanding success in their Duke of
Edinburgh Awards over the last 12 months.
Between May 2019 and 2020, nearly 1000 cadets took part in Bronze, Silver and Gold DofE
Award programmes, with 700 cadets completing their Awards, including 32 Gold DofE Awards.
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Cadets across London have contributed an incredible 356,616 hours volunteering to help
others, which equates to a social value of over £1.5 million.

PC Paula Cooper, Met VPC Central Team, said –
“We are so proud of all our cadets who have taken part in the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
programmes, with such positive energy and enthusiasm. They have learned valuable life skills,
had a lot of fun (pre-Covid) and gained so much in terms of personal development and life
experience. I’d also like to thank all the adult Staff and Leaders who made this possible, and
our friends at the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award for invaluable support and opportunities.”
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